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News:

I love that the New Moon message now has the Beatles’ song, Let
It Be, oating around in my head. What a great mantra. Breathe Allow
Then, look around and notice what is truly going on. Not your mind’s view,
which tends towards negativity, but really letting life in all its richness be
absorbed. I was out on the beach in the rain and wind this morning. All
thoughts swept away, only being and moving with the birds and waves. I
desire to be this way always. And, I am also very human and get caught up in
my thoughts and the news… but this space of just Being is always available
Love this time of year, of endings and celebrations with my classes. Time
now to sit and allow the juices to ow with possibilities for the coming year.
Time to just be with What Is. May you all nd those moments of Isness (-

Carolyn Ayres
My Joy is the exploration of
the Tarot with others, that we,
together, may discover our
Paths of Light. It is my hope
that as we All come more into
our own Light that others will
be attracted by its loving pull
of possibility. In this way we
all become agents of change.
We can then take the

I will be offering the Clearing Debris workshop created around the Tarot card,
Nine of Swords in studio, November 12 and 19th or privately on Zoom. This
is an opportunity to make space to just Be and prepare for the releasing at the
Winter Solstice. You will all receive more info soon (Until then: Be Well in Body and Spirit and…
Enjoy the New Moon Tribal Message for all of you in
the Soul Collective of my email list
I encourage you to use the questions I created from the
New Moon Reading for your own Tarot reading.
Discover your individual contribution to the whole

responsibility of creating a
new paradigm of Love, Peace
and Abundance for All.

Classes, Events, Private Sessions ~ All Levels Welcome
Tarot As an
Evolutionary Path

Tarot on the Tree of
Life

New classes begi
January 2022

New sections available
January 202

Private mentoring
available

The Lightning Pat
Tarot on the Tree of Life

Next session begins
January 2022

Private mentorin
availabl

Private mentoring
available

Counseling and
Readings wit
the Tarot
Available on
Zoom or in the
Garden Studio

www.tarotofbecoming.com
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Call or
email me if
interested
in private
mentoring
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Message for the New Moon
of November 2021
Let It Be… Let It Be… Can you just let It be? Let the trajectory
of your life, just Be? Allow the twists and turns, the hills and
dales with no particular goal in mind except being Present in this
experience fully? Full expression of your being ness, of your
aliveness, claiming your Choice of Existence?
What happens when you claim your life as your own, when you
accept the extraordinary purpose and meaning of It All? Can you
feel the lift of frequency in your mind and body? The depth of
Feeling when you allow It All in Its glory, when you Let It Be?
We are talking about the It of Creation, the idea of All That Is, the ongoing ow of Creative
Energy, Cosmic Source that you and everything around you are a part of.
For many of you just letting It be means a loosening of control. But did you truly have
control? And, do you not nd that trying to control tends to cause worry, stress and
unhappiness?
Try relaxing a bit every day into What Is.. Notice the tension and as you relax more, perhaps
you will notice the light of Joy that you begin to feel when It has space to rise up. This is the
Pure Joy of Existence. No other meaning. Not rational.
Happiness and Joy are di erent frequencies. Happiness has an
ending when things no longer go your way. But Joy is endless,
always available when you allow It to ow; when you no longer
constrict It with conditions; when you release the have tos, the
shoulds and open to the myriads of possibilities in every
instance; when you allow yourself and the situation to Just Be.
What happens then is you allow Emergence, for nothing is
stagnant It is always changing. Let It change. Let the
Transformation come forth. Let Go. Let It… Let You… Let
Them… You are the conduit of Universal Desire…
Let It Be… Let It Happen…..
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New Moon Reading Questions
I ask what We, as a collective of souls, can learn from the message I received

Reading for the Tribe for the New Moon
of November, 2021
Card One
A card for Us trying to control It (Life)

Card Two
A card for Our Fear about allowing It All to Be.
Card Thre
How to just Let it Be? What might need to be released?
Card Fou
What might be the outcome of Us Letting It (Life) Be?
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A card for Us trying to control It (Life)
Well, I would say the Prince/Knight of Cups is
certainly not in control. Notice that the reins are
looped over their arm and that this Prince/Knight is
instead focused on transformation, hence the snake in
the cup. They have given over to the powers that Be
which, as a Cup, is all about diving into the depth of
the Feeling of Life. Instead of controlling we are
diving into Love, diving into sometimes
uncomfortable feelings; grief, despair. We are Feeling
it All!. Congratulations! We are in It! We are open
and vulnerable. We are allowing Life to take us on a
Grand Adventure. We are in dissolution. We are
transforming. Keep giving over. Keep Letting It Be.

CardTwo
A card for Our Fear about
allowing It All to Be.
So this giving over to deep Feeling, to Love of the
experience of Life of the Prince of Cups might be a
bit scary. So we attempt, as the Princess/Page of
Swords, to make sense of it all with our Intellect.
We work hard to understand the illusion of the
moment and the Truth. We feel that we must defend
ourselves against this seeming onslaught of lies and
deception. Notice the green armor that this
Princess/Page is wearing. We are afraid but we also
want to grow. This is an Amazon Princess who has
the courage to acknowledge the Fear and move
forward anyway. (-
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Card Thre
How to just Let it Be?
What might need to be released?
Look at these gures on The Sun card opening to
What Is. This is the card of Pure Joy. The Feeling we
get when we Open to the glory of Cosmic Source
Creation, the Joy we feel when we Let It Be and
welcome what may come with a positive twist.
As the most positive card in the Tarot deck, perhaps
what needs to be released is our negative thinking
about the Future. Perhaps we are the ones creating the
future and so it is in our best interest to Trust that if we
allow What Will Be, our future can be bright and
brilliant

Card Four
What might be the outcome of Us Letting It
(Life) Be?
This card has many names:Justice, Karma and Adjustment.
This is Cosmic Justice. Universal Karma that must be
brought into balance. The ongoing Adjustment of what is
True in any moment. So if we can Let It Be, we can allow the
Cosmos to come into balance. We can allow the Earth to
come into balance however that might present itself. We are
part of a whole. We are of the Earth and this process we are in
is an Earth process, We cannot control the vast energies of
the sentient Being we call Gaia. We must instead allow Love
to guide us, Prince/Knight of Cups. We must cut through
the lies to the Truth, Princess/Page of Swords. We must
allow Goodness, Truth and Beauty to have their way, The
Sun. If we can allow and just, Let it Be, we may nd that we
nally come into balance with the Universe itself,
Adjustment/Justice.
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Now it’s your turn.
Do this month’s reading for yourself to see
where you, as an individual, can contribute to
the whole
As always I welcome your
ideas, questions and comments.

Carolyn Ayre
website:
www.tarotofbecoming.com
email
carolyn@tarotofbecoming.co
www.facebook.com/Tarot-of-Becoming

707-442-4240
The Tarot cards featured in the Tarot of Becoming newsletter
can be purchased here
The Star Dec
www.cathymcclelland.com
The Thoth Deck
www.amazon.com
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